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Category theory addresses mathematical structures and allows 
us to formally describe their relations. An example of a category 
is presented in Figure 1 and consists of

 a collection of object
 arrows between objects (called morphisms
 an arrow for each object to itself (identity morphism
 composition between morphisms






 

Figure 1. Category of road-connected cities. [1] 

Arrows indicate whether 2 cities are  connected.

Figure 3. Diagram representation of an algebra (X, φ).

F(X) represents the value mapped by the endofunctor F.


Figure 8. Fields vs. Arguments

Figure 4. Commutative diagram between 

algebras (X, φ) and (Y, ψ)

Figure 6. Example of the fusion 

property with maps.The second traversal 


of the list can be omitted.   

Figure 7. Lambek’s theorem and visual proof of

Figure 5. Commutative diagram between 

algebras (List A, [nil, cons]) and (Y, [ψa, ψb])
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Category theory is embedded in concepts of computer science
 Type classe
 Polymorphic function
 Recursion over recursive data types



The goal of this project is to create a library of category theory 
equipped with examples that is tailored towards newcomers to 
the field of category theory.This poster covers the notions of 
functor algebras


We have 
 successfully implemented a library of category 

theory in the proof assistant Lea
 Provided example of well-known categories and 

concepts from computer scienc
 showed how algebras allow us to construct and 

reason about inductive type
 provided a generalized framework for recursion



Methods

 Notions are defined based on notes by Ahrens et al. [2
 The proof-assistant Lean [3] is utilized in to define and prove 

properties of the concepts in category theor
 Each definition is accompanied by examples that adhere to its 

laws
 Initially a basis of the library is implemented, followed by 

definition and examples of individual topics.
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 The implementations prioritize using fields 
over arguments to avoid long type signatures




 Concepts are encoded as structures where 
possible to assemble useful data for future 
proofs

 “Mirror image” concepts are implemented as  
standalone structures instead of applying the 
concept of duality.

  Algebras - presented in Figure 3
 allow us to define and evaluate


      expressions by a given endofunctor F

In Figure 4, f is a homomorphism, if the 2 paths 
from F(X) to Y are equal.

The category of algebras Alg(F) has algebras 
defined by F as objects and homomorphisms as 
morphisms.

Figure 2. Implementation of the functor definition

Functors map objects and morphisms from one category to another. Endofunctors map 
from and to the same category. Implementation is shown in Figure 2.




























Composition in Alg(F) can be applied in 
functional programming by the name of fusion 
to exclude intermediate products as visualized 
in Figure 6.

Let F(X) map to 1 + A x X.

Alg(F) defines list objects

and their transformations 

from functional programming.

Figure 5 shows (List A, [nil, cons]) as

the initial algebra and fold is the unique

function from it to any other algebra 

defined by F.

Lambek’s theorem 

For any initial algebra (X, φ) 

exists a morphism ψ such that 

the composition of φ and ψ is the

identity morphism - Figure 7.

Can be used to give recursive

definition for fold-like morphisms

for any initial algebra. 


